Is your Russian getting rusty? Want to improve/maintain your Russian?
Looking for ways to apply and improve your Russian language skills or your knowledge of Russian history, literature or culture?
Looking for ways to engage in community service?
Interested in alternative spring break opportunities in Russia?

REGULAR (for credit) AND OCCASIONAL (not for credit) VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVERYONE IN THE LOCAL RUSSIAN COMMUNITY, ALL LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY (INCL. NO RUSSIAN) ARE WELCOME

JOBS INCLUDE: FRIENDLY VISITORS, LANGUAGE PARTNERS, ESL TUTORS, COMPUTER TUTORS, CITIZENSHIP EXAM TUTORS

SIGN UP FOR 1-DAY ACTIVITIES: RUSSIAN CARD-SIGNING, HOLIDAY GIFT DELIVERIES, FOOD DISTRIBUTION, ACCOMPANYING SENIORS TO CONCERTS, TRANSLATION

RECEIVE ACADEMIC CREDIT AND FULFIL HUMANITIES/COGNATE REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR SERVICE IF YOU SIGN UP FOR RUSLAN 1-CREDIT MINI-COURSE (Slavic 290.001) AND/OR SLAVIC FIELDWORK (Slavic 315)

INDEPENDENT STUDIES, INTERNSHIPS AND MORE

Interested? Check out RUSLAN website for more information:
http://www.umich.edu/~resco/RUSLAN.html;
http://www.umich.edu/~resco/RUSLANASB.html (Alt. spring break),
new volunteer survey https://lessons.ummu.umich.edu/2k/ruslan_student_survey/survey_001_01